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Description
Dates incised in plates range from 1921 to 1933; produced using the original plates, likely
during the late 1940s, prints are as follows:
7713.1 (oxen and cart);
7713.2 (houses and trees);
7713.3 (farmers with hay);
7713.4 (village in winter);
7713.5 (two men seated on a bench);
7713.6 (nude figure against a wall);
7713.7 (landscape with farm animals);
7713.8 (well in the countryside);
7713.9 (farmer with horse and plough);
7713.10 (country house in sunshine);
7713.11 (portrait of elderly person);
7713.12 (woman with baby);
7713.13 (ploughing with oxen);
7713.14 (oxen at trough);
7713.15 (portrait of an elderly woman);
7713.16 (portrait of a man beside a window);
7713.17 (nude figure with back turned);
7713.18 (woman nursing child);
7713.19 (seated man and woman);
7713.20 (figures harvesting fruit from trees);
7713.21 (landscape with hills and trees);
7713.22 (farmer watching grazing animals);
7713.23 (farmers in a field at sunrise);
7713.24 (portrait of a man with a hat);
7713.25 (buildings in a valley);
7713.26 (figures working in a field);
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7713.27 (two figures);
7713.28 (reclining female nude with head turned);
7713.29 (portrait of a bald man);
7713.30 (group of nude figures);
7713.31 (portrait of a man in profile);
7713.32 (bathers at a pond);
7713.33 (portrait of a woman with a hat);
7713.34 (battle scene with horses);
7713.35 (portrait of a woman with short hair);
7713.36 (farm with grazing cattle);
7713.37 (woman at a sewing machine);
7713.38 (portrait of a man posed with chin on hand);
7713.39 (portrait of a woman);
7713.40 (scene with industrial buildings);
7713.41 (portrait of a woman with elaborate collar and cuffs);
7713.42 (seated elderly woman with headscarf);
7713.43 (field and village with sunbeams);
7713.44 (grass in a field);
7713.45 (sleeping dog);
7713.46 (street market scene);
7713.47 (woman nursing baby);
7713.48 (figure seated at a man’s bedside);
7713.49 (landscape with river and houses);
7713.50 (man with a shovel);
7713.51 (street scene);
7713.52 (view of tall trees and farm gate);
7713.53 (two figures working in a field);
7713.54 (church set amongst trees);
7713.55 (seated and standing figures);
7713.56 (study of peasant faces);
7713.57 (village in a winter landscape);
7713.58 (crowd observing horses);
7713.59 (head of a young child);
7713.60 (woman with seated child);
7713.61 (men loading hay);
7713.62 (seated woman with two young children);
7713.63 (ox cart and two boats);
7713.64 (woman holding child at a basin);

Basic data

Material/Technique:
Measurements: overall album: 42 x 60 cm., each sheet: 58 x

41 cm., (image sizes vary



Events

Created When
Who István Szőnyi (1894-1960)
Where
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